Support the Foundation,
participate in its action for Europe

Acknowledged by a State decree dated 18th February 1992 the Robert Schuman Foundation may receive donations and contributions from both priva-
ty parties and companies. Tax payers enjoy an income tax reduction equal to 66% of the amount given within a 20% limit of taxable Income (art. 200-
3 C.G.I). Companies subject to income tax or company tax enjoy a tax reduction of 60% within the limit of 0.5% of their turnover (art. 238 bis 3 C.G.I.).

Private parties who pay solidarity tax on wealth can subtract 75% of the total of their donation up to a total of 50,000 € (art. B85-0 V bis A.C.G.).

I support the Robert Schuman Foundation by making a donation of:
❏ 150 € (private parties)  ❏ 2 500 € (administrations and public organisations)  ❏ 5 000 € (companies)
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The multinational Scientific Committee which evaluates the work undertaken is chaired by
JEAN-PAUL BETBÈZE, Economist.
The Robert Schuman Foundation that was founded in 1991 after the fall of the Berlin Wall has been approved by the State for its services to the public; it is a reference research centre on the European Union and its policies. It encourages, contributes to and stimulates European debate thanks to the wealth of its research, publications and the events that it organises. It provides real help to decision makers. The Robert Schuman Foundation is established in Paris and Brussels and has a network of correspondents across Europe.

The Robert Schuman Foundation
at the Heart of Europe

analysing

The Foundation, as a think tank, produces many studies on European policies which are a precious source of information and support in decision making. They are available on the Foundation’s website

www.robert-schuman.eu

in English and French which is considered as online press. And on the free app for smartphones and tablets.

The weekly electronic newsletter, addressed to 200,000 subscribers in 6 languages (French, English, German, Spanish, Polish and Russian), is a unique source of information on European events.

It is the first European online newsletter. “European issues”, the Foundation’s policy papers that are distributed with the weekly Letter, explore in greater depth a specific issue linked to topical events.

The European Elections Monitor, available in French and in English, is a unique electronic publication and presents a real time analysis of the stakes and results of each election in the 28 Member States.

“*The State of the Union, the Schuman Report on Europe*”, an annual reference book on Europe, provides a unique study of the mainly European issues together with exclusive statistic data and informative maps.

“*The EU Atlas*” which is permanently updated on the internet, presents the EU, its 28 Member States, its overseas territories and the euro area, will be available in English in 2016.

contributing to debate

The Foundation’s independence enables it to address all topical European issues in depth and objectively. Its studies provide European decision makers with information, arguments and ideas which are appreciated for their concrete applicability and scientific quality.

VIA RESEARCH…

The Foundation lends a European dimension to all the main issues of public interest via its original research.

AND WORK IN THE FIELD…

The Foundation organises and participates in numerous European and international meetings and conferences, develops research programmes in co-operation with university centres and think-tanks. The Foundation’s presence in Brussels and its network of partners in the Member States allow it to provide venues for discussion, to exchange on and debate the future of Europe.

supporting

The Foundation has increased its initiatives to promote the European democratic model forwards by supporting the best initiatives from the academic world and civil society.

TRAINING YOUNG DECISION MAKERS

Training sessions are organised for young European decision makers who want to improve their knowledge of Europe.